Bridge of the Month, October 2013
Deansgate and Central Station, Manchester

If this email was forwarded to you and you wish to receive your own copy, sign up at:
http://eepurl.com/ccAyL
As will all previous Bridges of the Month, a pdf copy can be downloaded from the
OBVIS web site.
News and Events
Bill will be in New Zealand from 29th Oct to 6th Dec. Accessible by email
Follow Bill on Twitter @BillHarvey2
Seminars and Lectures
Hertford County Council Offices 29th Jan 2014
MottMacdonald Altrincham office early 2014
Please contact Philip@obvis.com if you are interested in attending a day seminar on
Arches and Archie. The program for this year includes:
Bill’s recent work (some interesting bridges!)
Skew Arches
Ring separation
Causes of live load damage
We charge £100 for the day but if you wish to host a session at your office we then wave
the charge.
Recent Publications
Bill’s paper about the effect of stiff spandrel walls received the John Henry Garood King
Medal. The medal is awarded annually for the best paper published by the Institution on
tunnels, soil mechanics or bridges.
Stiffness and damage in masonry bridges. Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Bridge Engineering 165 September 2012 Issue BE3 Paper 1100032 Pages
127–134 http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/bren.11.00032
A spatial view of the flow of force in masonry bridges, Proceedings of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, Bridge Engineering 000 Month 2012 Issue BE000, Paper 1100026,
Pages 1–8 http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/bren.11.00026
Sutherland History Lecture 2012 at http://bit.ly/J4gblz

Deansgate and Central Station, Manchester
I was introduced to this by Brian Duguid (@Brian_Duguid). The old Central Station,
sometime GMex is built on a field of vaults. At http://goo.gl/maps/3i03S you will see how
they stretch to the canal. The layout is clearer in the somewhat pixilated plan below.

One interesting feature is the turntable just below the main sweep of the lines. It was deemed too
heavy for the vaults and has a solid pier beneath. I thought I had a photo of that but it seems not.
The view from the south shows what looks like a simple viaduct.

This is taken with a very wide angle lens, but not one that distorts straight lines so the apparent
sweep in the parapet is real. Note that the edge of the Missoula arch shows a skewed end where the
courses don’t overlap.
An aisde…

Note how the decorative plate that is apparently part of the support for the cantilever we are
standing on includes a bolt through the drain pipe!
Note also the level of the drain which shows the top of the solid backing. Other evidence will be
highlighted later.
Behind this frontage, things get more complex. The main barrels are intercepted with pointed arches
at right angles.

IN some places (bottom right below) there are smaller arches in the piers. The partial cladding of the
arch covers a waterproof layer where the leaks are most pronounced.

The Western end of this front block has an interesting abutment with a similar lower pointed arch to
those that cross the main block.

The back of the abutment is also pierced by arches but most of them have been bricked up

Trafford Street must have been there before the station and is crossed with girders

Which, of course, need a bit of depth to sit on so there are cross girders on piers behind the arches.

Across Trafford Street the space is open so the construction is more visible. The pointed arches form
long runs.

The stepped bricks in this picture (near the centre) is probably a construction joint.

Look back at the front face and there is an obvious line roughly level with the arch crowns.

Underneath, serious water runs from a lower level.

But also Patches above that level which suggest there is probably a whole voided deck between the
top of solid and the level of the arch crown.

Looking at the geometry, I suspect that these voids pass right over the pointed arches.

And a final note. The pointed arches have the same radius as the main ones, so the groins run at 45
degrees and the stone pieces are all identical from arch to arch.

